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Abstract. Color is a powerful visual property and is used to make interferences
about the world. However, no theoretical framework is available that explains
precisely where color associations come from and how they affect psychological functioning, making it difficult to predict how color affects human-computer
interaction. This paper aims at closing this gap by suggesting an Embodied
Cognition view on color, which assumes that the aggregate of our perceptual
color experiences is part of the mental representation of tactile object attributes
and thus systematically influences our abstract thinking via the process of
metaphorical mapping. An empirical study is presented in which hues and saturation of objects were manipulated via Augmented Reality. Participants
matched objects to abstract concepts, e.g., happiness. 83% of the participants’
choices were correctly predicted, suggesting that color information is considered during the processing of abstract information. Eight color-to-abstractconcept mappings are recommended and possible areas of application are discussed.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, Color, Embodied Cognition, Conceptual Metaphor.
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Introduction

Color is a ubiquitous perceptual experience that influences perception, cognition and
behavior. However, color research mainly focuses on establishing relations between
color and psychological functioning and often lacks a rigorous theoretical understanding of why these relations occur [7]. This might be a main reason why findings on the
impact of color on psychological functioning are largely inconsistent, unreliable and
inconclusive [e.g., 22; 13]. In the field of human-computer interaction (HCI), design
recommendations on color are usually restricted to issues of readability, aesthetics or
color preferences [3]. This paper aims to advance our theoretical understanding of
how and why color affects psychological functioning to leverage a systematic applica-

tion of color in the design of human-computer interaction. To achieve this, the
framework of embodied cognition, which holds the promise of providing a unifying
perspective for psychological research in general [8], is briefly reviewed and then
applied to the field of color.
In recent years the predominant views of the human mind, such as the computational theories of information processing, have been increasingly challenged by findings that cognition is embodied (cf. [6]). Embodied cognition grants the body a central role in cognitive processing. Physical experiences we have, moving through the
material world, scaffold the development of our conceptual knowledge. Many of such
embodied experiences are manifested in language [15]. Expressions such as “the
heavy burden of guilt” or “that warmed my spirits” reflect how the mental representations of guilt and happiness are metaphorically conceptualized. These conceptual
metaphors involve a mapping from a physical source domain (weight, temperature) to
another, more abstract, target domain (guilt, happiness) [15]. Being equipped with
conceptual metaphors in our embodied minds, even seemingly unrelated visual or
haptic properties of objects or technical devices influence our perception, feeling, and
behavior (cf. [12]), in a way predicted by the framework of embodied cognition.
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An Embodied Cognition View on Color

Color is an important perceptual feature and in natural environments often diagnostic for other perceptual properties [4], like edibility and taste [19], weight [21; 1] or
temperature [10]. Thus, it is likely that color affects psychological functioning in a
similar way than related perceptual properties via the process of metaphorical mapping [16; 20].
Many studies already investigated associations between color and other perceptual
attributes like weight, size and temperature. For example, according to [5], temperature attributes are solely related to hue (red is warm, blue is cold). Increasing weight
is related to decreasing brightness and an increase in saturation [1], while when the
size of a stimulus is increased, it is perceived as brighter and more saturated [23].
In recent years, a few studies have been conducted to empirically test these associations between colors and perceptual properties. For example, in an HCI relevant
application, Ban and colleagues [2] proposed an Augmented Reality (AR) system to
manipulate weight perception through an increase in object brightness. They demonstrated that this facilitated the lifting of medium-weight objects. However, as with
most of the research on relations between color and psychological functioning [7], no
theoretical background is provided on how and why this association is shaped, making it difficult to transfer the results into other situations and contexts. An embodied
cognition view on color may close this theoretical gap, as it explains that the association between weight and brightness arises through the repeated experience that heavier objects appear to be darker than light objects (e.g., when a shirt gets wet it will be
heavier and darker, [21]). Thus, the perception of brightness and weight mutually
influence each other. In addition, this association between brightness and weight
might be extended to more abstract concepts via metaphorical mapping [17; 20]. For

example, weight is metaphorically linked to psychological significance, or, in other
words, weight is conceptualized as an embodiment of importance [14]. Therefore, it
can be assumed that the perception of the color property brightness will bias information processing in contexts where psychological significance plays a role. This prediction can now be put to direct empirical test.
In this paper, we aim to experimentally test the embodied cognition view on color
and investigate whether perceiving certain color characteristics will influence the
cognitive processing of more abstract information (like happiness, emotionality, or
power), which is metaphorically linked to the tactile properties weight, size and temperature.
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Method

3.1

Participants

Fourteen volunteers were recruited at the campus of Nihon University, Japan,
(seven male, seven female) to participate in this study. The participants’ ages ranged
from 21 to 24 years (M = 22.7, SD = 0.8). All participants had Japanese as their
mother tongue and had no reported defective color vision. They were all naïve as to
the subject under investigation.
3.2

Procedure

The experimental procedure was adopted from a study by Hurtienne et al. [12].
Each participant was asked to complete a short demographic questionnaire. The participants were then told that they would wear AR glasses and, in each trial, would be
presented with two colored objects (spheres) and an adjective describing an abstract
property (e.g. difficulty). AR technology was utilized because it allows for a convenient manipulation of object colors in the viewers’ sight.
The participants were instructed to touch the objects with their dominant hand that
they felt corresponded most closely to the adjective (Figure 1). Participants were told
to decide quickly and instinctively in favor of one object. Each session consisted of 30
trials. To avoid sequence effects, the adjectives and colored objects were presented in
random order. The whole experiment lasted about 15 minutes.
3.3

Apparatus and material

Each of the two wooden spheres was 9 cm in diameter and weighed 250 g. They
were colored in blue and green (controlled for saturation and brightness) in order to
facilitate technical object recognition against the background and against the participants’ hands and arms. These spheres were the target objects for the color changes,
which did perfectly obscure the spheres. The spheres’ position was counterbalanced
across participants. The participants were seated in an experimental room; the table

and wall in front of them were covered in gray cloth. The spheres were placed on the
table within the reach of the participants, with 15 cm distance between them.

Fig. 1. A participant wearing AR-glasses that change the object colors in the participants’ sight.

The AR system used in the study was composed of a video see-through realizing
Head Mounted Display VUZIX Wrap1200AR (resolution 852 x 480, 35 degrees diagonal field of view) and a notebook (Intel Core i7 4x2.4 GHz 8.00 GB RAM, Windows 8.1 64 bit). The color manipulation software was based on OpenCV, which
provides convenient interfaces for processing and capturing images from the stereowebcam integrated in the AR glasses. Each pixel was classified in background, green
sphere or blue sphere, using a histogram-based color-classifier. The classifier was
trained beforehand using six images with proper fore/background masks to fill the
color-histograms for each pixel-class. The masks were generated using a semiautomatic approach for foreground extraction [18]. To guarantee the realtimecapability of the system, a static look-up table, containing the color-transform (RGBin
to RGBout) for each camera was calculated after the color classifiers were trained.
Three HCI-relevant tactile properties with well-documented metaphorical extensions were selected for the experiment: weight (heavy-light), size (big-small) and
temperature (warm-cold) [12]. A pre-study was conducted to determine the relationship between these tactile properties and color characteristics (hue, saturation and
brightness). In an online questionnaire, 80 Japanese subjects rated how well 35 different colors (varying in hue, saturation and brightness) matched the properties weight,
size and temperature. The results showed that weight and size were mainly associated
with the color properties of saturation and brightness, and the temperature is almost
solely associated with hue (red vs. blue). These results confirmed those of previous
research [5; 23]. The tactile properties of weight, size and temperature were therefore
operationalized through their associated color properties in the following way (numbers depict HSB values): heavy, big vs. light, small: violet (270/100/100) vs.
(270/60/100), green (140/100/100) vs. (140/60/100), red (360/100/100) vs.
(360/60/100), yellow (60/100/100) vs. (60/60/100), orange (40/100/100) vs.
(40/60/100); cold: blue (200/100/100), cyan (180/100/100); warm: red (360/100/100),

orange (20/100/100). Note that, although both, saturation and brightness, influence
the perception of weight, size and strength, the brightness of the objects in the experiment was not altered. This would have led to a loss in texture and surface shading,
thereby negatively affecting the three-dimensional impression of the objects. Hues in
the weight and size condition were randomly chosen to create some variation and
should, according to theory, have no effect, because hue is not diagnostic for these
tactile properties.
For each condition, well-documented metaphorically linked abstract concepts were
taken from literature [12; 17] (Table 1). Two lists of adjectives were prepared. One
word from each adjective pair was placed on list A (e.g., important), and its opposite
was placed on list B (e.g., unimportant). Both groups were balanced with regard to the
number of positive and negative words they contained. Half of the participants were
presented with adjectives from list A, and the other half with adjectives from list B.
Table 1. Tactile properties, conceptual metaphors, stimulus adjectives and results of color-toabstract-concept mappings; all mappings with str < 0.60 have been grayed.

Temperature is..

Size is..

Weight is..

Tactile
Property

Conceptual metaphor with
linguistic examples
Difficulty: heavy reading;
light duties
Importance: heavy matters of
state; light, idle chatter
Guilt: the heavy burden of
guilt; easing conscience
Sadness: heavy news; lighthearted girls
Significance: he is a big man
in industry; only a small crime
Quantity: I only have a small
amount of money

Related
color property

%

str

difficult, easy

Saturation

93

0.86

important,
portant

Saturation

91

0.82

guilty, innocent

Saturation

61

0.21

sad, happy

Saturation

61

0.21

significant, insigSaturation
nificant

96

0.93

much, less

Saturation

95

0.90

Saturation

75

0.50

Hue

93

0.86

93

0.86

86

0.71

Stimulus adjectives

Education: he expanded his educated,
horizons
cated
Activity: a hot debate; frozen
accounts
Emotionality: a warm smile;
cold logic
Difficulty: a smoldering conflict; the debate cooled down
Happiness: that warmed my
spirits; a deep cold sadness
Intimacy: giving the cold
shoulder; warm feelings

unim-

unedu-

active, inactive

emotional, unemoHue
tional
problematic, unHue
problematic
happy, sad

Hue

82

0.64

intimate, distant

Hue

75

0.50

The hypothesis for this experiment was that since specific color characteristics are
diagnostic for certain tactile properties, viewing these color characteristics will trigger
choices consistent with metaphorically related abstract concepts. If the color characteristics are not associated with the abstract concepts, participants will choose one of
the two objects by chance.
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Results and Discussion

The results are depicted in Table 1. The columns show the percentage of answers
that were consistent with the metaphorically related concept (averaged over all color
samples) and Cohen’s kappa values are used as an index for associative strength (str)
that takes into account the agreement occurring by chance (50%). According to [16]’s
categories of agreement, negative str values indicate “poor” agreement, 0 < str ≤ 0.19
indicate “slight” agreement, 0.20 ≤ str ≤ 0.39 “fair” agreement, 0.40 ≤ str ≤ 0.59
“moderate” agreement, 0.60 ≤ str ≤ 0.79 “substantial” agreement, and str ≥ 0.80
“almost perfect” agreement. Because of the limited and non-representative sample
size we only interpreted strength values of above 0.60 as supportive of the color-toabstract-concept mappings (8 of 12). However, across all 12 color-to-abstract-concept
mappings, the mean value of str was 0.67 (SD = 0.26), suggesting that at least 83% of
the participants’ choices were consistent with the conceptual metaphor. This value
differs significantly from a chance str of zero, t(11) = 8.94, p < .001, Cohen’s d =
3.64, and indicates non-randomness in the choices of the participants.
Overall, the results are interpreted in favor of an embodied cognition view on
color: 8 out of 12 evaluated abstract concepts showed on average “almost perfect”
agreement, while the remaining four concepts showed on average “fair” agreement
[16]. These results were predicted by associations between color attributes and tactile
properties: because heavier objects tend to be darker and less saturated [21; 1], darker
and less saturated hues are assumed to bias our thinking about metaphorically related
abstract concepts, like psychological significance, because weight is an embodiment
of psychological significance. The link between brightness, saturation and size can be
explained by the bodily constraint of a nonuniform distribution of photoreceptors
across the retina, resulting in different color vision in the periphery compared to vision in the fovea [24]. The association between physical temperature and hue can be
explained by the internalization of correlations between stimuli that are present in the
environment (like fire, sun, water) and our bodies (blood circulation) [9]. As predicted, multiple McNemar tests (Bonferroni corrected) revealed no difference between the different hues tested across the weight and size conditions.
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Conclusion and Future Work

With the help of the AR system it could be demonstrated that simple color changes
in the users’ sight resulted in a bias in decision-making in favor of metaphorically
related abstract concepts. This is explained by an embodied cognition view of cognition on colors: because abstract concepts are grounded in observables in the world, we

automatically consider perceived physical properties, such as color and tactile properties, during reasoning about these abstract concepts. The value of this embodied cognition view on colors lies in its ability to explain and predict why and which effects of
color on psychological functioning occur, taking the guesswork out of color theory
and design.
Moreover, this research has shown that not only hue but also saturation plays a
great role in conveying abstract content [7]. Three abstract concepts were identified
that can be influenced by a change in saturation: difficulty, importance, significance
and quantity. Three concepts were influenced by hue: emotionality, activity and happiness. The concept of difficulty was influenced by both saturation and hue. We expect that the effects would have been even stronger had the brightness parameter been
manipulated as well. Although selected well above chance level, four color-toabstract mappings were weaker than expected and require further investigation.
By extending this approach to applied contexts, the validity and effectiveness of
predictions derived from an embodied cognition view on colors is an area for future
research. Changes in saturation, for example, could be used to indicate the most significant, or most-often used objects or functions (significance is saturation); they
could be used to express priority among different items, such as the most valued menu
option in a restaurant, or the best selling products in an online shop (importance is
saturation). Reddish vs. bluish hues could be used to communicate or visualize subtle
mood changes in social networks, online games or in real life situations (happiness is
redness). Changing font or background color could influence the perceived difficulty
of a computerized cognitive training (difficulty is saturation) – and this should also
work for people with cognitive impairment, since embodied cognition effects are
assumed to be rather independent of higher cognitive processing [11].
Although the results of this pilot study are promising, the sample size of the study
reported here is very small (n=14). Larger scale empirical studies have yet to be conducted in order to validate the results obtained here, also with regard to different cultures. Since color and also, to some extent, conceptual metaphors are subject to cultural influences, studies on the applicability of the results within and across countries
and cultures are required.
Acknowledgements. We thank the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science for
funding this research (grant ID PE14746).
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